
     

REPORT SECOND  BAGLESS DAY 

      CLASS VI C           

The bagless day in school not only encourage students to participate in extra-curricular activities but 

also, is an attempt to provide a different module of learning for better performance. The National 

Education Policy (NEP) emphasis the participation of students in bagless days to learn through life 

skill activities. Accordingly, the Second ‘Bagless Day’ was conducted for the students of classes VI 

on Wednesday, 18th October 2023.  

Different and exciting activities were planned for the day to instil different skills in the students while 

making it a fun day with their friends and teachers. The first activity was a sports activity which was 

an Inter-section football match for boys and basketball match for girls under the supervision of Mr. 

Vardhan Sharma, Mr. Rajbali and Mr. Shiv Kumar. Students thoroughly enjoyed playing with each 

other. 

The next activity was ‘Learn to fix a bulb in the holder’. In this activity students were taught how to 

change a bulb in the holder. The next one was ‘Sewing and Hemming’. These life skills help the 

students to develop fine motor skills, improve focus and concentration and teach the importance of 

patience and self-control. These creative learning experiences add more colour to student’s learning. 

Such days, provide opportunities to students to nurture their curiosity and creativity.  

 

Some feedback of Students: 

It was fun to love life skills specially sewing with friends.and playing Cricket, I totally love it.’        

         Avdeep Singh Bhamra     VI C  

‘I am really happy to learn sewing and now I can fix my shirt button.’ 

         Shreetej Mishra   VI C               

“It was a very fun day.  Sewing and storytelling  was fun.” 

-   Kophigha Naidu –     VI C 

“My experience of bagless day was amazing. Me and my friends had much fun and did many 

activities like the game cricket. I wish I can play cricket whole day. 

Rayudh Singh Gusain- VI C 

“ We enjoyed playing basketball . I was leading the team of our section. We also learned how to fix 

the bulb sew the button. It was the best bagless I could ever have. Looking for more fun activities 

and more enjoyment.” 

         Sanvi Singh VI C 
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